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ABSTRACT

The late 1950's and the
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for the purpose of nuclear disarmament and the maintenance

:Mills,
of peace.

to emerge as the movement for

This

entwined with the civil

movement to form an even larger movement

the

which
This s

of American

and beliefs of this opposition
, an

'It is, more
and the movement
of
will at

the most successful

deals with the rhetor who was
the values

motives of Bob

and became

to discern the
of Boh

the rhetorical

the movement.

In its

t to measure the overall effect of Bob

this
, a rhetor

of American

dissatisfied with

tried
, and

the actualization of a

American

order
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CHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION
Critical understanding and assessment should be
brought to bear upon such ob.iects as contemporary
popular music which is helping to educate or otherwise shape the understanding of a generation o~
young Americans.!
we must take account of new forms and techniques--news reporting and broadcasting, advertising,
documentary, films, drama, music, the novel, nonfiction books, the news conference, and such nonverbal forms as the protest march or demonstrat~on.2
The rhetorical critic has the freedom to pursue his
study of subjects with suasory potential or persuasive effect in whatever setting he mav fj_nd them,
ranging from rock music and put-ons to architecture
and public forums, to ballet and international politics.3
I.

Background
The explosive, rebellious and polarized years of the 1960's in America

were in part. a result of what had preceded.

The relative calm

be~ore

the storm was furthered by an economy that was boominp--an economy that
allowed consumers to demand ever-bigger cars and an ever-greater
consumption of goods,

America was involved in a Cold

~Tar

with Russia as

the "enemy" and the fear of Communism cultivated a rash of witch hunts
and accusations in which many public figures were brought to public
attention as alleged Communists or Communist affiliates.

All of that was

almost overshadowed by the testing of nuclear explosives which had spread
fear of the possibilities of radioactive contamination from Strontium
90, mutation in succeeding generations, and the always present danger of
the likelihood of a nuclear world war.
This America of the 1950's produced at least a portion of the
populace that was disenchanted with "the way things were" and led to a

2

revolt.

In 1955, a black woman named Rosa Parks,

with the

to

established traditions that

in

let loose the monster that came to be known as the
movement for

The movement for civil

with the

of buses, the bombing of churches, and

angry and fearful mobs bent on
Marches took

the

sit-ins were
most

and,
both black

in their

federal

, civil

were

out

workers and

in a case counseled

11th,

buses.5

This action

in America.

for

Robert Carter for the

District Court ruled

N.A.A.C.P .. , a

t

the Negro's renewed

That

more and more became
Direct action

couched in the
in the form of sit-ins which were
leaders such as Dr. Martin Luther

took

bv Southern Black

who founded the S.C.L.C.
as well as a group of students, both black

Christian

Non-Violent

and white, who took the name S.N.c.c.
traditional

The well

were slow to

Association for the Advancement of Colored
action
differences

did

but
to the overall

black

All of these forces,

for

movement, at least,
wasn't all

that
what was

groups such

and N.A.A C P.

of Racial

was

formation of

white, were beaten, jailed and murdered.

On

on

was

themselves to a

to the attention of the
in America

's

3

In addition to the movement for civil

there were other

in America.

influenced

the

Mills, a group of intellectuals, bent on

of C

the masses but

the intellectuals of the

known as

Left."

A.J. Muste,

, formed a group

The New Left consisted of such

Rustin, the noted

as

and author, Dr. Erich

author Lewis Mumford, editor Norman Cousins, and socialist Norman
Thomas among

The New Left was socialistic in its attitudes and

was interested in the reestablishment of the American
claimed had been
were not

by a

system

but

the

Hhich it
most decisions

those both

and economi-

in power.
The establishment of S.A.N.E. (The Committee for a Sane Nuclear
the New Left was a direct
American social order.
weapons

of
non-violent

SANE

ted the use and

both advertisements in ne"t·rspapers and
sit-ins.

reflection of the

to the values of the

of this group was a

The

fear of nuclear contamination, the

of human mutation and

the fear of a war with Russia which would result
the destruction of a

in the use of nuclear weaponry and
, if not all, of the human race.
Thus as America

into the

the nation.

This opposition took root in the civil

movement as well as the

~

the

movement

The former

'ivith

of the Negro in America and the latter a response to the
effects of nuclear

fear of the
out:

's the seeds of

was the

.

As Howard 7.inn
the

4

renounced comfort and

for .iustice. n 6

to

a song called

In

a

Paul and

group named

The

would later learn that the

were written by a young man named Bob

"Blowin' In The Hind,"

was a
The song was
civil

marches and sit-ins.
march on

In fact, it was sung at the well known
in

of

Dr. Martin

7

Luther

' In The Wind," alone, was not
but it was a

eventual

the times

and

of

the issues.

s

to state

's

It was the

, on a

and perhaps poet, who would

broad level, of a
the

for

toward the

for the

values, and beliefs..

become
American attitudes,

states:

As

e
•
•
was very much
bers of the Youth Menace not
sage, troubad·our and
forth
of
souls but also a

among merna

a universe
seer.8

real name is Robert Alan Zimmerman--was horn
was a young man in

town of Duluth, Minnesota.

in the

that his

the 1950's and it isn t

was a result of his
to

the 1950's when
to emerge.

of American

to
very

and inner-directed man.
and

of

Scaduto, a
the

was a

erade he had

to the records of various artists

Scaduto relates:

5

Bob

to Gatemouth

, a disc j
station who
Howlin' Wolf and B.B.

Waters and
Jimmy Reed.9

He was also very interested in Elvis Presley, Bill Halev,
Little Richard.
of the

his

It is

to note that in terms of the

s all of these artists were considered

school years

his attention to music

directed an

amount of

Scaduto

who knew him at all well
school years, even the
he was to consider
his sweetheart, realized Bob Zimmerman was almost
obsessed; he had developed a
urgency to
express himself in pop
entered the

In
Mu

of Minnesota where he joined

a Jewish

Within six months

had

his time at

classes and was

a

of

bohemian

to borrow much from the

It was at this time that

the content of Woodie Guthrie's music

more

fashioned himself after

~uthrie

and

had

who was known in the 1950's and

before as a
his role as an influential

fame and

's

as a result of his

rhetor were made
to visit his

~uthrie *

time in Greenwich
musical

ltJhile in New York he

much

to many more artistic

where he was

than he ever had been in
11th,

to New York

, Minnesota.
in a

's first
club by the

6

This .was an

name of Gerde's Folk

because it

an audience of

young

of folk music.

for fame was furthered by his harmonica
Belafonte album.
when his

in

of a 1961

to be

Dylan was

His

as a folk

' In The Wind" became

and

, it was also

he was a young artist who had the

to address himself

to the issues and the times.
's success as a spokesman for the reiection of the
was in

of

due to his almost

the case.

and

to state

Success was also

upon the fact

addressed himself to the issues, the

that

beliefs with which the audience was concerned.

from an

After

use of the electric
the

both in his

tour,
This

in his

with the reiection of

fans who were

Folk Festival

At the
electric

many of

's audience, and he thus lost many of his

in

crowd. 11

He addressed himself to

at which time he made great

those factors until
and content.

, values and

on in his career Bob
himself.

songs, songs about his
became much more
a cause.
of

's success as a

of

will deal

with an

25th, 1965,

with many boos and

and was
From this

values.

from the
sang, instead of
His music and message

in the motive of

and no
For that reason
for the

which is an evaluation
ection of the

with his rhetoric from the years 1961

7

and Procedure

II

The purpose of this

is to determine the motives of the rhetor,

, the rhetorical

Bob

of Bob

and the effect of Bob

and the movement for which he was a
be conducted

This

will

to the Dramatistic Theorv which views

as

and

modes of action rather than as means of

information .. nl2
to

This

the rhetorical transaction

will

three dimensions of any rhetorical transaction.
are: (1) situational;

three

attitudinal; and

The purpose of the
to the

These
inter-

is to inform the reader as
, purpose and procedure of this

The purpose o-F

two, which will

the rhetorical trans-

to the situational

action

is to describe the events

the situation in which the transaction

and
occurred.

to summarize and

This

of this

's rhetorical activities

from which Bob

to

Bitzer's view that rhetorical discourse

the situation.l3

into

is

the situation

three, which will

The purpose of

the rhetorical

to the attitudinal dimension, is to determine hm.;r
the rhetor, Bob
's

of

This

up of five elements.

will analvze

to the method of

in his songs

the Dramatistic Pentad.
ma~e

This

, made use o-F

views the social act as

These elements

, agency and purpose of the action.
account of Kenneth Burke's
in which division exists

known as

This

the scene, act,
must also take

of identification as an
Division

8

exists because each person is
locus of motives ..

In addition to Burke, this

of the

of

16 Walter

four, which will

the

dimension, is to determine how

involved affected the rhetorical transaction.
"toTill

of this

to the seven great moments of human drama.

These seven

moments include: the

fication,

, guilt, morti-

and

Hilliam Rueckert

About the human drama

out:
is enacted, imitated,
acts is the study
human, for
of moral
.19

A

the rhetorical transaction

men are

and

17 and Leland Griffin .. l8

to the

transaction

will borrow from

advanced by Andrew

The purpose of

the

exists because there is a

nature

and seek to

to the

with their fellow men ..

Walter Fisher
discourse
extent that •
• the
to which
it
the
audience
with the
held
members of the audience 20

One may
will be

five is a

which

motives were, what rhetorical

he used

rhetorical transaction with his

had ..

what
and

effect the

's

9
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CHAPTER II
THE SITUATIONAL DIMENSION
The movement of

for which Bob

was a

can be better understood if one understands the situation from which it
in which it

if

for a short time, survived.

World War II was a nation of
the rise of a

America after

It was characterized

middle class much of which settled into an economic,

, and

area known as suburbia.

the demand for more

what

~reater

salaries

was an economy that

found
In America of the 1950's

seemed to be

known as

upper

areas

in
atomic

age~

America was
This is

out

the space age, the

a~e

Leonard Freedman:

in

of the fear of

All of this was
Communism.

was the

of jets, of automation, of television,

of cities,· of

of the

towards

\-Tar II the United States had initiated the Truman

After

Communist takeovers of

Doctrine in an effort to

~reece

and

because of the threat of Communism

In addition,

even faster the non-economic

around the

Southeast Asia, and the North Atlantic
ion countries.

had taken over China--the United

Mao-Tse

to allow over 700 million

States among other nations,

to be

in the United Nations.
, in the

1950 s Senator

the fear of Communi.sm with his numerous accusations of noted

had snread

12

of Communist affiliations.

Statements such as those made

Nixon

added to the

to

He

then-Vice

fear and confusion

up and down America until we drive the

and Communists and those that defend them out of
The

fear of Communism was furthered
in which the

the ever-present

States and the Soviet Union were

The Cold War advanced with the view of both
had to maintain the upper

countries that it

hand in order to preserve its own cause

This Cold War was also

the

space race in which

both the United States and the Soviet Union tried to outshine each other
in their race to

a man on the moon,

and

mount a

control the weather of the

venture in space.

The fear of Communism was

overshadowed

of nuclear
America had
the A-bomb

an even greater

In the

the H-bomb, which was manv times

were

nuclear
This

the Bikini Island incident of

wherein

ected to the radioactive fallout as

result

was made even more
innocent

in force than

because of Russia s

Also fear was

of a nuclear bomb.

of

1950

United States nuclear blast.3
Out of this

This

the

cried

massed a near-unified movement

soil but it

various
which

small voices of

s America

the
The movement of

of
for which Bob

took root in the 1950's in the civil

was a

movement, the

first

13

," and the emergence of a rebellious group of young man

of the

In

known as the

the issue of civil

situation and cause back to the

trace the

It was

when this

in 1955,

took

the United States

because of his color.4

of a law did not alter

and believed

was, in essence, inferior to the
to enforce that

in

into Little

Arkansas.

In

tradition of

the civil

issue

with a well-established
Soon after thou-

in massive

marches, and

demonstrations, many of which followed the

of

irect act

n6

of

to the treatment of the

was

While

was also
weapons

as a reaction to the nuclear
and influenced bv the

intellectuals in America banded
and writer

of

The New Left had in

in

the use of nuclear

their

Left."

when

to the back of the bus 5

sands in the South were

issue

man

President Eisenhower sent

a black woman, Rosa Parks, refused to

in the

But the passage

what had been

the

for so

17,

On

Court declared that no child could be

from a

In 1955

one could

Mills

C

to form the

resulted from America s continued
justified

of nuclear weaponry

the

of the Communist threat of which there was much fear in America
In

America

than the A-bomb that had
the

Hiroshima.

At this time there arose

among many scientists that the tes

was, in fact
cerned about fallout

in +=orce

the H-bomb which was many times

o+=

the atomic bomb

due to the resultant radioactive fallout.
fearful of the

Con-

of an atomic "t-rar

14
about, in

the nuclear

both the United

oF

States and the Soviet Union, the New Left in 1957 found the group SANE
Committee for a Sane Nuclear
known

A.J. Muste

and New Left member also

for Non-Violent

a well

the C.N.V.A

Both of these groups

tisements and the direct action

ted

the tes

tee
adver-

of nuclear bombs and

to maintain peace, also called for nuclear

in an
The

movement

The ci,ril

young men known as the
to the

took root in the 1950's in a group of
movement was

of the white and black in America.

The New Left

groups were concerned most with the maintenance of peace and the s
of nuclear

The Beats

America stood for

however, attacked
what

that

viewed as the dominant American
, the rat race and the notion

of progress.

that man's humani

had been subordinated to

the will of an
After the Rosa Parks incident
their conditions

not

In

but also in Tallahassee and

in
well

more often to

Dr. Martin Luther

founded the Southern

Conference in
for the purpose of

1957
In

's

were
of the

In addition to the civil

The

that been

in the South, set out to
The

to

, a Federal District Court

on buses.7

had ruled

as

them bv law.

violence in almost every
for

was

movement this time was

1.5

In 19.52 the United States had

the concern over nuclear weapons.
the H-bomb which carried even
than the A-bomb.

for destruction

The fear of the

in

of nuclear

when a crew of

area, were

were

fishermen, among others in the

to the

fallout from a United States nuclear

tested in the Bikini Islands in the Pacific Ocean.8

weapon
June of the

year an

Albert Einstein, was

, authored

Lord Bertrand and Dr.

that was

to

of the world in the earnest
their citizens to survive .. " 9

issue broadened

It was a11

to all the nations

in the

an article which

from around the

weapons.
's.

that

caused bone cancer .. lO

active

Science
element of radio-

':rhis same year many

scientists

met in Nova Scotia and decided that there was a need

the

was also furthered

The fear about nuclear

of Dr.

scientist for the Atomic
for the A .. E .. C

who was a
He stated, in a

that Strontium 90 was

in milk due to the

grass on which nuclear fallout had fallen.

fact that cows had

there were numerous articles

this

and newspapers which either
further

a nuclear
the debates

Teller and Dr. Linus

, head of the Division of

at California Institute of

or

on the abandonment of nuclear

as a means of

of Dr.

12

in the

were best characterized

was a

of the

The nuclear

In 19.57
90

for international control of nuclear weaponry 11

weapons or

the
may agree to allow

disarm themselves of their

world

In

and

, who had been a member of SANE,

Dr

16

his

had

the nation to abandon nuclear

with other nations.

In fact, Dr.

of over 11,000

for the

which were

to the United Nations in an effort to
nuclear weaponry.

was
in 1958

nations to abandon use of

Dr. Teller, who was a consultant to the

held the view

States'

that the United States

to Dr.

peace when it held the threat that anyone who attacked
would in turn be counterattacked.

Dr. Teller also devoted much of his

the nation that fallout shelters should be built

toward

of food accumulated. 13

as well as

This latter view of the

by members of the peace movement

situation was often
the New Left.

The fear of nuclear destruction, of human mutation, and nuclear falldebates and fed

the

out,

the

the nuclear issue resulted in the
groups as a reaction to the situation and the issues
been formed.

of manv
of such

In 1957 SANE had

SANE ran its first advertisement on November 15 in the New
2 500 letters.l4

York Times and the response was
of the C N V.. A

the

same year

of the

This latter group demon-

Commission in Nevada on

the Atomic

strated

The

6

the

of Hiroshima.

one
United States' nuclear
Albert

In

at Eniwetok Atoll,
into the bomb test area in

was

demonstr~ted

a member of the C.N V.A.,

summer series of nuclear tests

to the

a Ouaker, sailed his
15

The c;olden Rule,

17

In addition to the New Left and the civil
of

to

was fed

movement, opposition
the movement of

The Beats were discovered

the media in 1956
of this

The best known of the

were Allen

and Jack Kerouc ..

Lawrence

the best known of the beat

was Allen

in

" which was

v s'

" as well as all the Beats'
human

to Merrill, involves: "
pressures of
facets of

civilization that measure

nl6

externals, instead
The Beats were an exact

who was a responwas

In fact, this

of the

to rehumanize himself

as the beat, in an
clothes,

to

used

wore
about

and was freer

habits--all of which contributed to his alternate

ions and

fostered

bent on using

their needs and

insofar as

in

with editor Dave

, in 1959 the old Left

a New Left view.

combined to form the

which

s."
the

The movement of the New Left was better
cation

The Beats

it with mass con-

removed all individualism and

viewed as

sexual

that

to make the individual

were

hair

in

Left Revievr
----------------

The peace movement

as C N.V.A

the construction of a missile base in

in
This did not

much attention to the cause for peace but it was another incident of the

18

use of non-violent direct action which was so
movement members.
for a short

In

used at the time

the United States had ceased nuclear

and had hence been

ballistic
Mead ICBM base in

I.C B.M.'s

This led to C.N.V.A.

the

year.

Nebraska, the

In 1959 the New Left found a hero in the leftist--Fidel Castro who
had taken over the
Batista.

of Cuba from the
increased

Also in 1959 the movement was

of the Student Peace Union.

of
the

This group, which grew out of students affiliated

with the

in 1960 some 5,000 members and 12,000 sub-

scribers to its bulletin.l7
with civil

The SPU,

SANE and

butaries

, the Nevr Left and all of its triand the Beats, among others,

to the

to the

with additional later ones, melted to some

All of these forces,
extent into an

of American

movement in America in the
in

had

The movement for -civil

other marches, demon-

those and other incidents were
strations and

and 1956

The violent reaction to

broke out and

when

1960's

It was in

however, that the movement

to thunder its way across the national conscience--it was
United States had at least

heard

that
the

movement.
of A.J. Muste and Martin Luther

the non-violent
of the Ghandi
1,

a

chain store in nreensboro, North Carolina.

, a group of students on
lunch counter of a Woolworth's
These students

a

new group that would

for civil

its name was S.N.c.c.

of all the others--

Non-Violent

s revolt was even more the

ect of attack and violence.

in Selma, Alabama was burned down. 19

first SNCC
Houston

a

old

was

and a

The

In

with a chain

KKK was carved on his chest.20

the

The

were beaten

In

and

, women, children

and

were bitten

21
The SNCC sit-ins, assisted

CORE

of Racial

all over the

the most thrust of the

to be
Greensboro

in the South.

over 50,000
22

Within a year of the

had

in some kind of

Demonstrations were

CORE and

as

and the SCLC ..

well as Dr ..

, the civil

movement had

their cause

of streng-

At the

Platform

Committee for the National Democratic Committee, Marion
for SNCC

He recommended to the Committee that
enact a fair

about school

of the

demonstrators, and assure
incident had any

this
that civil
his vote

anti-nuclear
civil

movement.

Whether or not

in America, with

force
for Industrial

out of the

found the SDS

to vote.23

is uncertain, but it is certain

a

In

act

and that the

was a

was

as

for a Democratic
toward the Left
It was a nationwide group

, students

This group was not
but it

the

gave organization

20

movement

to the

to grow and on

a group

3,

Committee,

of even

numbers

itself the Civil Defense Protest

A. J. Muste, Norman

and Nat Hentoff amonP, 2,000

the Civil Defense air-raid drill in New York. 24

others,
In another
weapons

lead to the

New Left

to

the CNVA in the same year

the nuclear submarine, Ethan

arrested. 25

were

Allen,

peace
in Madison

Garden in the

filled

streets.26

mov~ment

SANE held a peace
'T'hi.s

of

Garden but

the

the use of nuclear

not

drew thousands of demonstrators into

SANE also

thousands of

the use of nuclear weapons to

to President Eisenhower.

The fear of Communism that had been bred

the

of

the Cold War and the nuclear issue resulted
in accusations

the

of peace movement memhers'

affiliations with Communists

Dr

before the 86th

Senator Dodd of

and was

SANE, with the Communist

affiliated

his

it was not

true that SANE was Communistic it did attract some members who were
Senator Dodd, however

with Communist
slurred SAl\ffi

and dealt a
that Dr.

It was also demanded

over 11,000

who had assi.sted him in
scientists around the
Dr

to do

that he had
and

was so

blow to the peace movement.
reveal the names of those
of
to the United Nations.
in

21
an advertisement run in the New York Times.27

He also received

Civil Liberties Union and
, among others.

187

In fact, the

sent

letters to the Senate Subcommittee on Internal
Accusations

groups was

28

the government of Communistic affiliation
in San Francisco in

of

peace

with

the House Un-American Activities Commission.
of that year, Fair
the Castro

for

in

had been founded in an effort to

which had overthrown the

of Batista in 1959.

That summer, 1960, thousands of students traveled

The peace movement was also
Lord Bertrand

dictator-

in

, marched

as thousands, led

the use of nuclear weapons

the Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
this time in San Francisco the Beats were
those in the civil

same ideas that were
to act.

continued their attack

The

about the
and peace movements

the

of

Jack Kerouc wrote On The Road, Allen

American

was

Sandwiches," in which he denounced

materials such as

, progress, and

America for its values
to the

the subordination
Mind

n

in which

states
I have read the Reader's
from cover to cover
and noted the close identification
of the United States and the Promised Land
where every coin is marked
In God We Trust
but the dollar bills do not have it
unto themselves .. 29

same
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The

grew as a result of events and

in 1961.

The civil

demonstrations but

movement had been
to their

SNCC, CORE and SCLC,

which was titled the

rides."30

Twelve

black and white, boarded a
D.C. area in an

sit-ins

when twelve CORE and SNCC members

James Farmer and

led

which took

riders, both
bus in the

to

de facto

on

The bus on which the freedom riders were

to a skeleton

1961 as the result of a device hurled

on

a fire. 31

which

The freedom riders boarded another bus and when

arrived in

an angry mob armed with iron

bars and clubs.

on to

angry members of a mob.
~··~4~~-A.,

the bus was

At this

President

, was

's
32

were well known

Bob Parris,

The drive for voter

had

for

voter

in

of the

where

:II

But the drive was not easy for the
civil

Not

and demonstrated but, in addition

a movement led
tration.

this time the

the

held freedom rides

in

300

incident in 1961, John

as he tried to assist a young white

marched, sat-in

the bus window

held no

was the same

that

SNCC, SCLC and CORE volunteers assisted

workers went

both black and white students from Northern as well as Southern campuses
and members of the

formed SDS

times the violence led to
Att.ention to the civil
cession of the Federal Government

violence 33

were

ury, death,

and even murder.

s movement was furthered
The

the inter-

General, Robert

23

States marshals to

sent

that

Alabama to

so many there.

the violence that

also sent the FBI to inves-

the freedom riders.

General sent

, the

to the federal district court in

oin the KKK and all those

to

the

with

inter-

state travel ..
The

of nuclear weaponry were still very

issues in

In that year, the U.S.S.R. had resumed its nuclear test
demonstrations

was

not as

in Newsweek in
scientists that tried to

compare the level of Strontium 90 in a
diet--the results were inconclusive.36

diet with that in a milk
Edward

who was a

issue for the United States

the

in December of 1961

a

as it had

An article

which detailed an

December of

35

American students all over the

The fear of Strontium 90 fallout,
been, still very much exi.sted.

This

delivered

that

determined to conquer the world.n37

in Russia is

This view reflected Teller's attitudes
America's nuclear

as well as

movement in

The

was furthered

year of Patrice

of

the murder in
nationalist leader.

SDS and the New Left groups viewed Lamumba s murder as
result of

been

Demonstrations were

s

in

of this action across America 38
Since the leftist Castro had taken over Cuba, students of the New
Left
in 1960 and

with him and his cause.

had
had been

Students,

to Cuba to see .first-hand the revolution

24

there.

that had taken

In

the United States

banned travel to Cuba and then the United States
of Cuba in order to overthrow the
students

an invasion

Castro.

In a reaction to this

from coast-to-coast.39

In

there were still more peace groups intent on

American situation and

Wilson

for Peace which demonstrated in

the

the
nuclear

D.C.

This year also gave rise to the W.E.B. DuBois clubs
for the purpose of
Overall
on the campus.

Strike

in San Francisco

action groups.
were years in which the

grev7

groups, SNCC and SPU had also attracted the

The

of other such groups like SDS, W.E.B. DuBois
Peace.

Turn Toward

Still the issue of nuclear weaponry and Strontium

in the mass media

the

movement was

of action of their own but

had, it seems, contributed to the

The CNVA still

tton

a

The Beats had not initiated any movement

drive

voter

was

and was

for

Senator Dodd's accusation
and had lost some of its

of SANE s Communistic
movement in

The
drive for

voter
This drive was

centered around the

'Vras

that had

the

met with

near-

and firebombs.

murder,

year in

Demonstrations,

however, were still

the South.

summer of

of

were arrested.

more than 1,000 students in the

In the

students were arrested in other

25
Southern cities for

lack of voter
, lack of

and the

wholesale inferior treatment of the

in

's Americas

In October of 1962 a black man, James Meredith,
the all-white

of

ted to inte-

campus.

The

~overnor

of

, Ross Barnett, refused Meredith's admission to the school.
Violence did break out and two people were killed in the riots.
after four weak

at

President

in which he tried not to

former President Eisenhower's use of
had to federalize the

at Little Rock in 1955,

National Guard.42

, the fear of Communism was still, at least,
SNCC workers, were

Bob Zellner and Chuck

with criminal

of the state)in Louisiana for
Nation into a jailed civil
the

as

a copy of The

The local newspaper headlines
that the two civil

workers were

Conn:nunists ..
movement was

While the civil

the peace movement was still

voter

The New

of the Albert

in a

Le.ft group

incident

1958

from San Francisco to Christmas Island, the site of a

sailed their

scheduled nuclear test
1962

involved in

in

to

nuclear

National

tes
the force of the movement's
two
campus peace group
5,000 students

In

is

Peace Union, a

of
a march on

in the

D.C

for peace

there to talk with administrators.
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in October of that year when the United States demanded the Soviet withof its missiles from Cuba
demonstrations were

blockaded Cuba,

across the

Nations which drew 10,000
The year

at the United
of

witnessed the further solidification of the campus

of the

movement.

This solidification was

the Students for a Democratic

met at Port Huron,

who in

for the purpose of
were
Statement..

their

out

The

about

The

entitled The Port Huron

a

was in

with C

Mills' works and

the New Left
movement's attitudes,values and beliefs.

the

about the nuclear issue, the statement

out: "

the presence of

fact of the Cold

For
• the
Bomb,

awareness that we ourselves, and our friends, and millions of abstract
because of our common

we knew more

die at

any time.n46
continued its

The movement for civil

workers and

that year Dr.

Durinp: the

that turned into
were
CoflliD.ission to

to

1963

In

on a march
Southern seR;re-

the House Un-American Activities

SNCC for Communistic affiliation.48

The

in
The

water hoses and
sion and the

harrassment,

~u~~uu~u~

of the repres-

massive arrests, aroused

in the North.
the incidents at

demonstrations,

, and

27

occurred in almost every
voter

South, the

or urban area in America.

tration drive was

of the heat of the times on June 12,
Evans, a black civil

In a reflection

in Jackson,

leader, was murdered.

All of these

occurrences led up to the massive demonstrations in
28.

, D.C. on

250,000 blacks and whites attended this
for passage of

of
This

In the

measures

civil

was the

for the purpose

demonstration ever held in the

United States ..
, the movement for civil
the SDS, which in

aided
North.

SNCC, was

was

ects in the

ects called Economics Research and Action

These

ect, were

started with cash donations from the United Auto Workers.
The nuclear issue was still a debate in
due to the nuclear test

diminished, in
tests

This

Union and Great Britain

was

but its force was
which allowed
the United States, the Soviet

Lawrence Wittner details the progress of the

movement
thermo-

Racial

a source of
of their
Thus, in
effectiveness--indeed, often because
;
groups declined in size and
l4}'omen' s Strike for Peace, and the Student
Union

What had
with the
action had
As the movement

then from the late 1950's and the

28

's the shif?t in

had the movement to be
than peace

later

this was

as in 1965 America

the

1963 much more

its involvement in

to anti-war sentiment.
The year

was still a time in which
In

took root in the

riots broke out in

of

52

and

Rochester,
Luther

was still active

in the South, in

as well as voter

ment

53
which the

both

In

of three civil

the

Martin

of that vear

were found buried near PhilaThis action was a. reflection of the manner in

for civil

was
year Martin Luther

In

drive in Selma

another voter

Bv now the method

Alabama

bv the

of direct action had been almost

to

power
the ballot

drive was

The voter

become the usual scene--violence and hatred.

This action "Tas

I

members of the

of such violence

incident of

The riots there resulted in

around the

of de facto

in

in the school
and

Riots broke out in Jackson,
However, the

with

drive mass demonstrations were

In addition to the voter
in

"That had

Louisiana

occurred in Fatts, Los

dead, almost 900

ured, and more than

3,500 arrested
In March of

Martin Luther

, who had

been

29
the Nobel Peace Prize, led thousands of blacks and whites from Selma to
Alabama ..
All of this was
of the

to be

movement.

In

another

the United States was involved in

Vietnam in the historic nulf of Tonkin incident which peace adherents
claimed was

action on the

instance of
not agree..

of the United States.

with which the

The

sentiment

to the Vietnam war
the war.

7,

On

ted

The whole

United States'

broke out 55

In

students

the United States'

United States' intervention in the Dominican
Manhattan Bank's

and the Chase

in South Africa.56

of

At the

of

its

Statement," Vietnam teach-ins were held.

Huron

Soon, hundreds of

teach-ins

from coast-to-coast were
to the

of

President Johnson

America's role in Vietnam and
also

movement did

to grow.

as a reaction to

It was

Vietnam.

7 announcement SDS had

Previous

a 25,000 man march on

America s involvement in Vietnam.

However

after

increased.

the

students at

of
Vietnam

had initiated the

of America's

Committees in

in Vietnam.

the National Student Association

resolutions

for the United States to cease offensive action and to
National Liberation Front in Vietnam.

the nation.

000

In Octoher of 1965 an International

the National Committee to End the Har in

of :Protest was
Vietnam.

with the

and

marched in
, SANE

had

a million around

concerned itself with

30

the nuclear issue,

in necember

,000 man march on

a

of
movement had first grown out of the

The
years of the 1950's.

took root in the movement for civil

The

, the New Left, and the issue
the Beats.

In the

to the

media.

the nuclear issue had

's

issue and the violence that

as the civil

attended it

, and was also

nuclear

o~

the mass

to the forefront of American issues aided

news and the

to dominate the

movement had

Around 1963 the civil
movement.

That issue was stj_ll

in

but by then the Johnson escalation of the Vietnam war had resulted in the
of a new cause for

burs

deals with the

Since this
effect upon it

movement in terms of the

the rhetor, Bob

we have reached our historical

The movement of

in America continued to take
In fact

as well as anti-Vietnam sentiment

root in civil
could

which fostered and fed the

that the

lived on and were

to the Vietnam war

the
Nation."

and the

This notion would be

that the sale of

the

borne out

one

least

's earlier

his role as a

rose even after 1965, when he
for the
The
of the
for this

task here is to summarize this
movement for which Bob

The summarv

to the view that the rhetorical

will

situation is

was a rhetor.

of three elements.

) the audience; and
are defects or

the constraints

These include:
The

the
are

to

done~
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which is other than it should be.

a

those persons who are

of

mediators of

The audience consists

influenced

of

and of

Constraints are made up of persons, events,

ects, and relations which are

of the situation

the power to constrain decision and action needed to

have
57

the

The summary then must deal with each of the three elements of the
situation..

One

of this rhetorical situation was

America's

of which in the 1950's included,
to the

movement, the Cold War which

Soviet Union as the enemy..

the

The exclusion of China and her 700 million

from the United Nations was also
torical situation.

of the

of the rhe-

, the United States

the Truman Doctrine, that aided countries that were

Communis-

was seen as a
's this

In the

to

upon the Cold War and

Soviet Union to the Cuban crisis in

which the United States
the

shi-Fted from an

assisted in the

overthrow of

Fidel Castro

was
with the United States'

viewed even more

of the

murder of Patrice Lamumba. America's role in South
also

of

but, towards the

in the view of the movement

most

was America s

one
A second

or

of the rhetorical situation, that had been

entwined with the fear of Communism and the Cold
of the nuclear bomb--nuclear fallout from
future

, and the

was the presence
, gene mutation in

of nuclear destruction

Of course
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in the

this

's was more

A third

than in the 1960's.

defect of the situation resulted from not

's

in America as a result of

, lack of

, job discrimination and the

of

man as inferior but, also, the

has been the victim of discrimination

in America since his arrival here

of years ago.

for this

situation is that the

the black

to obtain his

It is indeed a fact that the

fact, is

the

a

's

But, what in

of the rhetorical

of protest

attention to

the
A fourth

of the rhetorical

was the view that the

common man in the United States had lost his

to

fostered

power to

those few both

in power.

in America was viewed as
economic

In essence

man

subordinated to the will of a

that viewed him not as an individual but rather as a
that

~muld

be used where it was needed.

out in the 1950's

cular view was first
and the Beats and was

ment in

or

c.

Mills

of the

of the

the campus peace groups of the
sense, resurfaced as a

both

This

s

This·

in a

in the form of the Free

Move-

in

In summary this

must also consider the audience as

the rhetorical situation.

The audience of the situation which was

of

influenced

of the Beats

in the 1950's was
and those

discourse and of

in civil

mediators of

the members of the New Left

The Beats were almost

of
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group of

a

intellectuals.

The New Left

of a small group of

Paul Goodman, C.

Mills, David

Rustin, and A.J. Muste among others.

This audience later blossomed into those affiliated with the peace groups,
CNVA and SANE, and included those students and adults who
New Left

activities such as

in

to Cuba in

of Castro.

The

grew

because of the audience that

to its view of America.

was

The civil

involved adults such as Dr.

At first much of the

form of SNCC, came from blacks.

movement.

But in the

were
in the

s whites were
of the civil

the

j

movement had just
but soon the

massive student

swelled

the

The Students for a Democratic

the

cause as well as the peace movement.
the

As the
and more of students
as well as the SPU.

movement was

more

SNCC and the SDS had been among the campus groups
Additional members of the rhetorical audience in-

cluded the National Student Association, the Turn Toward Peace
the audience consisted not

on

the American

of New

groups such as SANE and CNVA but SDS and other

Left
groups

the addition of the national campus teach-ins.
Free

audience took form in the

1960

Also the

Movement, the

Committees, the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs, and the National Committee to End the
~Yar

in Vietnam.
, there is a
the audience.

The rhetorical

in

exactlv v.7ho
is

made up of
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those groups who participated in the movement of opposition.

Additionally,

it should be considered that those who were "fringe" members of these
groups as well as those who participated in dissent on their own or
perhaps dissented irregularly should be noted as part of the rhetorical
audience who were both capable of being influenced by discourse and of
being mediators of change.
In summarizing,this chapter must also consider the constraints of the
situation.

Beliefs, attitudes, and values will be later examined in this

study, so let us here simply give a general view of what constraints might
have influenced decisions and

actions~

who were part of the situation.

Constraints would include persons

A summary of some of these persons would

include Fidel Castro, President Johnson and Barry
of the civil rights drive including Dr. King.
would include Allen

~insberg;,

~oldwater,

the leaders

Additional influences

Dr. Linus Pauling and Dr. Edward Teller,

then-Senator Joseph McCarthy, President Eisenhower, Rosa Parks, Albert
Bigelow and C. Wright Mills among many others8

All of these persons were

constraints upon the situation because they influenced decision and
action needed to modify the exigence.
Events would be additional constraints upon the situation.

Events

that helped to bring about decisions and action would include marches
and demonstrations of both civil rights and peace movements.

Nuclear

testing was an important event as well as America's boycott of Cuba, the
witch hunts conducted by H.U.A.C .. , the murdering of Medger Evans and the
violence that greeted James Meredith at Ole' Miss.
endless.

The list is almost

Let it suffice to say here that the situation and the subsequent

discourse were partially a result of the persons, events, objects, and
relations that comprised the situation.
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Because an audience which was capable of being influenced by discourse and of being mediators of change, viewed certain events,

persons~

objects and relations as having comprised a number of exigencies in need
of change or removal, the situation concerning the opposition movement in
America from around 1955 to 1965, with Bob Dylan as one of its rhetors,
must be considered a rhetorical situation.
describe what happened.

This chapter has attempted to

The following chapter will be an attempt to

analyze the rhetor, Bob Dylan's, use of language in that rhetorical
situation.
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CHAPTER III
THE ATTITUDINAL DIMENSION
From 1962 through 1965 the rhetor, Bob Dylan, sang songs of protest
which allowed for identification between him and the audience that also
protested against the reigning symbols of authority. 1

During those years

Dylan communicated to his audience largely through the recorded albums
that he released.

The impact of Dylan's songs during those vears and the

entire phenomenon of the opposition have been for some time a source of
controversy.
Chapter three will examine some of the rhetorical choices made bv
Bob Dylan either consciously or unconsciously in his years of opposition.
It will also speculate as to the possible impact that those choices mav
have had on an audience.

The principle tool used for this investigation

will be the Dramatistic Pentad found in the writings of Kenneth Burke.
This tool evolves from the theory that views society and man (using
language) as a drama.

As man sees the situations that exist in a society

he develops strategies -to explain what is happening.

As David Ling

points out, "When man uses language, according to Burke, he indicates his
strategies for dealing with these situations." 2
And, subsequently, Burke argues that whenever a man describes a
situation he provides answers to five questions: What was done (act),
when or where it was done (scene), who did it (agent), how he did it
(agency), and why (purpose). 3
We must, in addition to the pentad, make use of the Burkean concept
of identification.

Kenneth Burke points out that man is by nature

divided and thus seeks to become one with other men-..·to have "communion"
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ratio to characterize the situation and reveal his attitudes, values and
beliefs.
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subversive rhetoric about the existing attitudes, values, and beliefs and
an audience that was attempting to replace the reigning symbols of authoritv
with their own values, attitudes and beliefs.
Dylan also sang protest rhetoric on this album in the song "Bob
Dylan 115th Dream."

The pentadic analysis of the sonp.- reveals that Dylan

made use of the scene-act ratio.

He sang:

But it was just a funeral parlor
And the man asked me who I was
I repeated that my friends
Were all in jail, with a sigh
He gave me his card
He said, "Call me if they die."24
The scene-act ratio was used here by Dylan to show that materialism
was a value of American society.

In this song Dylan recounts how he is

searching for help and is greeted by a person who is concerned only with
making money.

The song is an indictment of the American society as a place

(scene) where people care more about the dollar than they do about other
people.
ment.

This view, this attitude, is in keeping with the opposition moveIn fact this view was being preached by the Beats, who were opposi-

tion rhetors of the late 1950's.

Their opposition is depicted by Allen

Ginsberg's Reality Sandwhiches:
Money, money, reminder, I might as well write
poems to you--dear American money--0 statue of
Liberty I ride enRulfed in money in my mind to
you--and lost.25
Additionally, this album houses opposition rhetoric in the song,
"Ballad of a Thin Man."

Here Dylan states his view simply:

Because something is happening here
But you don't know what it is
Do you, Mister Jones?26
This is a scene-act ratio which Dylan used to cotl".municate what was
happening i.n the situation.

He was communicating the image of the opposition
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movement moving forward--the image of both the rhetor's and the audience's
values, attitudes, and beliefs becoming the new reigning symbols of
authority.

Dylan uses the agent (Mister Jones) to represent those who are

of the reigning symbols of authority and are thus not of the movement--and
unaware of the movement's motives.

It allows for the potential audience

to identify with Dylan and his announcement of the seeming success of the
opposition movement.
Finally, in this section of chapter three one more song will be considered.

An application of the pentad reveals that in the song, "Desola.-

tion Row" Dylan again makes use of' the scene-act ratio.

He si.nps:

Now at midnight all the agents
And the superhuman crew
Come out and round up everyone
That knows more than they do
Then they bring them to the factory
Where the heart-attack machine
Is strapped across their shoulders
And then the kerosene
Is brought down from the castles
By insurance men who go
Check to see that nobodv is escaping
To Desolation Row. 27
·'
Dylan here makes use of' the symbolism of the heart-attack machine
which is the result of the agents working to be a success in the society
(scene)--their reward for working hard is to die of a heart-attack.

This

view is in accord with the Beats view of the society (scene) as being the
"rat race."

Further, the insurance men are ap-ents (of reigning symbols--

economics) who pay the family for the working man who acted in accord with
the reigning symbols of authority.
This sonp is a subversion of the concept of "progress" wherein people
produce more and morea

In other words, the af>ents (people) work so hard

trying to achieve success that they die from it.
From the application of the Dramatistic Pentad to the previous sonps
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it is apparent that Dylan, as a rhetor, was making certain rhetorical
choices in describing the situation of America

in the 1960's.

This

section of chapter three leads to the conclusion that Dylan was revealing
his attitudes in that he felt the situation was in need of great change
concerning: (1) the situation of the black man; (2) both the policy of
nuclear weapons and foreign policy in general; (3) the notion of progress;
and (4) the subordination of man to the reigning symbols of authority.
Secondly, this chapter will attempt to support the conclusion that
Dylan polarized the audience in order to provide a ready-made image and
to persuade potential auditors or the uncommitted to join the opposition
movement.

King and Anderson define polarization as the following:

• the process by which an extremely diversified public is coalesced
into

two or more highly contrasting, mutually exclusive groups sharing

a high degree of internal solidarity in those beliefs which the persuader
considers salient .. n28
Thus Dylan tried to create the image that those who were of the
reigning symbols of authority were a group mutually exclusive of those
involved in the opposition movement.

This image not only supplied those

in the movement with a "we feeling" or group cohesiveness but also made
those members of the reigning symbols of authoritv appear as the "enemy.",
This theory, known as the "devil" or scapegoat theory, states that "men
who can unite on nothing else can unite on the basis of a for shared by
alle" 29
The rhetoric of polarization then achieves its division of audience
through the use of two principal

strate~:i.es:

and a strategy of subversion.30

A strategy of affirmation deals with

a.

strategy of affirmation

giving birth to an image while a strategy of subversion is concerned
with undermining an

31
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It is the contention here that Dylan attempted a rhetoric of polorization through the use of the act-agent ratio.

This ratio explains the

action "by the character of the agent, or the glory of the role which the
agent enacts.n32

That is, the person who is portrayed is transcended and

the person becomes a symbol through the image of his role.

That person,

that role, becomes a type, or in the case of Dyla.n' s rhetorical choices, the.
agent represents either of the two polarized groups--on the one hand the
agents of the reigning symbols of authority, or on the other hand, the
agents of the opposition movement.
Dylan's rhetorical attempt at polarization extends from 1963 through
1965 but the majority of it is contained in the 1963 album, The Times
They Are A-Changin'.

In the album, The Freewheelin' Bob Dylan, released

in 1963, Dylan's song, "Master of War" exemplifies the act-agent ratio.
There are several lyrics which readily lend themselves to a pentadic
analysis:
Come you masters of war
You that build all the guns
You that build the death planes
You that build the big bombs
You that hide behind walls
You that hide behind desks
I just want you to know
I can see th~ough your masks.33
Dylan's language reveals that he has portrayed the masters of war
(agents) as those who are at or near the top of the hierarchial ladder
of the reigning symbols of authority.

He is also creating an image o:f

those agents as cowards--hiding behind walls and desks.

This is an anti-

ethos rhetoric because it subverts the image of those agents.

The

reference to the scene (walls and desks) reveals that the rhetor was
attempting to further define the agents as executives or government officials--the upper level of the hierarchy.

His use of the image of the agents
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wearing masks is again an anti-ethos rhetoric which subverts the agents by
supposing that they are not truthful or that they have something to hide.
Dylan continues:
You that never done nothin'
But build to destroy
Like Judas of old
You lie and deceive.34
Again, the act-agent ratio is used to explain the situation in America
in terms of the agents (masters of war) who are not to be trusted, because
they lie and deceive.

Thus, the "connnon. enemy" image is created and

sustained by the rhetor.
Kenneth Burke's dramatistic view of language states that the rhetor
uses language not upon the proposition of "it is, or it is not" but rather
the stress is upon, "thou shalt, or thou shalt not.n35

Burke contends

that even in the unemotional scientific nomenclature the communicator is
using language in a suasive manner.

He states:

Even if any given terminology is a reflection
of reality by its very nature as a terminology
it must be a selection of reality: and to this
extent it must function also as a deflect:f.on of
reality .. 36
In the first two lines of the lyrics mentioned here it is clear that
Dylan was selecting a portion of reality in. order to create the image
that the agents were the "enemy."

Dylan wrote and sang that the masters

of war--the agents of the

symbols of

destruction.

That is

not an

created

ecti.ve truth.

Those in power

had created other things--war and its weapons was not their only accomplishment.

Thus it is clear that Dylan selected the image that he.pre-

sented or stated differently, he created it.

And insofar as an audience

and potential audience could identify with the agents as the enemy then
that audience could probably identify with the rhetor who created that
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image and thus reflected poetically the values, attitudes, and beliefs of
an opposi.tion movement.
The act-agent ratio is further made use of in this song as Dylan
sings:

You hide in your mansion
As young people's blood
Flows out of their bodies
And is buried in the mud.37

In addition to creating that image that the agents (masters of war)
are the enemy (not to be identified with) through portraying them as
deceivers, destroyers and the upper-level of society's hierarchy Dylan
supports the latter image by here creating the image that they hide in
their mansions--that they are wealthy.
business identity is retained in the
the socialistic state."38

1

As Kenneth Burke points out, "The
corporate state' and destroyed in

In the sense that the opposition was socialistic

and opposed to the corporate state the business identity, including the
wealthy--who gain their weal through economics--is subverted.
Dylan uses the act-agent ratio in the song "The Times They Are AChangin'" to polarize the audience.

He sings:

Come senators, congressman
Please heed the call
Don't stand in the doorway
Don't block up the hall
There's a battle outside
And it is ragin•.39
Dylan here refers to the agents

and congressmen ) of the

reigning symbols and presents the image that it is not they that are
initiating necessary changes (act) in the society (scene).

Rather, Dylan

mentions the battle outside (direct action) as the agency for change.
the agents of change are those involved with protest and demonstrations
while the senators and congressmen are portrayed as standing in the way

Thus
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of the opposition's progress.

Dylan here has successfully created the

iwBge that there are two distinct and separate groups--those in power and
those opposed.

The pentadic analysis of this song reflects that Dylan was

attempting to portray the members of the opposition as the underdogs:
For the loser now
Will be later to win
For the tl.mes they are a-changin.'40
Here it is clear that Dylan portrays himself and the agents of the
opposition movement as the underdogs.
losers (victims)

This

ima~e

of the audience as the

only adds cohesiveness to the opposition movement as a

group for it dictates with whom they will identify.
Since they are victims, they would thus identify with all those who
they view as having been victimized includ:i.ng the poor, the mistreaterl,
in general the underdog.
subversive note.

And the affirmative rhetoric also contains a

As Walter Fisher states:

It is important to note a nice relationship
between affirmative and subve.rsive rhetoric:
to affirm an image is, in effect, to subvert
an old one; to subvert an old one is, in effect,
to affirm a new one.41
Dylan not only affirms the image of the agents of the opposition
movement as victims but also subverts the image of the agents of the
reigning symbols of authority as those who victimize.

This process, as

was previously discussed, is known as scapep,oating and allows for a
made image to be accepted

an uncommitted audience or an audience that

itself as the victim of the. soc:f.ety and views those :i.n
power as the victimizers.

Kenneth Burke points out why people accept such

self-images and thus identify with a certain group:
People establish identity by relation to
groups (with the result that, when. tested by
individualistic concepts of identity, they are
felt to be moved
"deceptions" or "illusions,''
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the "irrational"--for one's identification as a
member of a group is a role, yet it is the only
active mode of identification possible as you
will note bv observing how all individualistic
concepts of identity dissolve into the nothingness of mysticism and the absolute.42
In the song "Ballad of Hollis Brown" Dylan chooses his language in
order to create a victim of the scene.

The song is an example of the act-

agent ratio wherein the action is explained in terms of the agents and the
scene.

In the previous section of chapter three it was revealed how Dylan

grounded social motives in the conditions of the time.

But also Hollis

Brown is a victim and therefore he becomes a symbol, a role which the rhetor
has created by transcending the person of Hollis Brown.

For example:

You looked for work and money
And you walked a rugged mile
Your children are so hungry
That they don't know how to smile.43
The act-agent ratio was also used by Dylan in "Only A Pawn In Their
~arne."

In fact, he couples that ratio with the scene-agent ratio.

Using

a subversive rhetoric Dylan portrays the image of the apent of the reigninR
symbols of authority:
A South politician preaches to the poor white man
You got more than the blacks, don't complain
The deputy sheriffs, the soldiers, the governors
get paid
And the marshals and the cops get the same.
But the poor white man's used in the hands of
them all like a tool.44
Here

has

named various levels of the hierarchy of the

reigning symbols of authority.

And in creatinp the two mutually exclusive

groups for the purpose of polarization Dylan lumps all the agents together
--the governors, sheriffs, soldiers, marshalls and cops.

All of these

agents Dylan presented in an effort to make them appear as the common enemv.
Additionally, he identifies with and allows for identification by the
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audience with the victim--the
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own
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use of

which Bob
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William Zanzinger killed poor Hattie Carroll
With a can that he twirled around his diamond
ring finger
At a Baltimore society gath'rin'
Owns a tobacco farm of 600 acres
With rich wealthy parents who provide and
protect him
And high office relations in the politics of
Maryland
Reacted to his deed with a shrug of his
shoulders.48
This choice of language reflects an anti-ethos rhetoric wherein Dylan
attacks the upper heights of the hierarchy of society (rich wealthy parents
and high office relations).

It portrays the act in terms of the agent who

is made to appear as the enemy--the agent who reacts to his deed with no
concern, no humanity.

Dylan has thus created an outside enemy upon whom

the audience could project all evil.

As Burke points out:

• • • if one can hand over his infirmities to
a vessel, or cause outside the self, one can
battle an external enemy instead of battling
an enemy within. And the greater the amount of
evils one can load upon the back of "the enemy."49
Thus through the application of the pentad, it is seemingly apparent
that Dylan's language served to provide a scapegoat or an enemy upon whom
blame for the existing problems could be heaped.
Secondly, let us turn to Dylan's affirmative rhetoric or his attempt
to give birth to an image with which a potential audience could identify.
This image is presented by Dylan in this song in the
Thus again we discover that Dylan was

, Hattie Carroll.

the victim.

indicate Dylan's attempt to create an affirmative image:
Hattie Carroll was a maid of the kitchen
T·fuo carried the dishes and took out the garbage
And never once sat at the head of the table
And didn't even talk to the people at the table
And emptied all the ashtrays on a whole other level
And she never done nothing to William Zanzinger.50

These
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As he did with Hollis Brown and James Meredith we find Dylan creating
the image of the victim who had been victimized by either the scene or
agent.

In this particular song it is the agent, William Zanzinger, sym-

bolizinp. the reigning symbols of authority who has victimized poor Hattie
Carroll.

Dylan creates the polarization between Zanzinger and Hattie Carroll

by portraying the former as wealthy and at the top
latter as poor and at the bottom of the hierarchy.

o~

the hierarchy and the

Insofar as Dylan

identifies with the opposition to the reigning symbols of authority and
insofar as the audience identifies with that opposition viewpoint, those in
the opposition movement view themselves as Hattie Carroll--the victims of
the agents of the reigning symbols, William Zanzinger.

Thus the affirmative

rhetoric gives certain group solidarity by supplying a ready-made image of
the agents of the opposition movements.
The affirmative of describing the action in terms of an apent is
again displayed by Dylan in the 1964 song, "Chimes of Freedom."

The

pentadic analysis of this song reveals that Dylan was, through his choice
of language, defining who the victims of the situation or the devil-agents
were.

This was exemplified by the lyrics which follow which outline for

whom the chimes of freedom ring.

We might interpret the chimes ringinp,

for the opposition movement:
Flashing for the warriors whose strength is not
to fight
Flashing for the refugees on the unarmed road of
flight
An' for each an' every underdog soldier in the
Tolling for the rebel, tolling for the rake
Tolling for the luckless, the abandoned an'
forsaked
Tolling for the outcast, burnin' constantly at
stake
Striking for the gentle, striking for the kind
Striking for the guardians and protectors of the
minds 51
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First, we can see that Dylan was trying to communicate that the chiNes
of freedom ring for those involved in non-violent direct action (warriors
whose strength is not to fight).

Thus Dylan identifies those involved in

direct action as part of the movement.

That wnuld at least include the

civil rights workers, the members of SANE and C.N.V.A., and all those
involved in direct action protest against the reigning symbols of authority.
In the third verse here we can evaluate Dylan's further use of the
affirmative rhetoric.

He mentioned that the chimes of freedom are flashing

or the opposition movement is replacing the old values (freedom).

This

use of language to create the victim is also revealed in his picturing of
other victims including the luckless, the abandoned and forsaked.

Again

using the affirmative rhetoric, Dylan tries to give birth to the image of
the agents of the opposition as the gentle and the kind.

This would of

course be in opposition to the subversive image of the agents of the
reigning symbols who are portrayed as unkind, deceitful, and without ethics.
In the song, "Motorphyscho Nightmare" Dylan again uses the act-agent
ratio in order to portray the subversive image of the agents of the reigninp;
symbols of authority.

He

accomplis~es

this in these lyrics pertaining to

a farmer (agent):
So I yelled out
I like Fidel Castro and his beard
And ducked as he swun~
At me with all his might
He said he's going to kill me
If I don't get out the door
You unpatriotic
Rotten Doctor Commie rat.52
Dylan has again used the image of the agent (farmer) to subvert the prevailing attitudes, values and beliefs

the 1960's American society.

This

the rhetor's use. of a leftist-socialist imape

1964 song's
of the

o-~=

by

that he likes Fidel r.astro.

Castro was a
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socialistic revolutionary who had taken over the leadership of Cuba in
1959.53

He was thus identified with by members of the opposition who iden-

tified more with the socialistic state than the corporate state.
Dylan also through his use of language creates the image that the
agents who identified with the reigning symbols of authority viewed
Communism as a threat.

Thus the potential audience which did not view

Communism as a threat but perhaps as a fear fabricated by the reigning
symbols would not identify with such an agent and thus the image created
would aid the rhetor's motive of polarizing the audience in order to persuade uncommitted auditors.
Judging the response of an audience to Bob Dylan's rhetoric is a
difficult matter.

The methodology used here leads to a few conclusions.

First, Dylan's use of the scene-act ratio must be considered as a successful
means of identification for it seems that the opposition accelerated in
part as a result of Dylan's use of language.

In 1963 the civil rights move-

ment was expanding and it began to incorporate more students into its
ideology.

Additionally, the S.D.S. campus movement had grown and in 1965

it, as well as other peace groups, were leading an opposition to the Vietnam
war.

Further~

during the years of Dylan's protest rhetoric many student

opposition groups were founded including Turn Toward Peace, Berkeley Free
Speech Movement, the National Committee to End the lvar in Vietnam.

The

emergence of such groups suggests the identification by members with
rhetoric such as Bob

s ..

Concerning Dylan's rhetoric of polarization we can draw two conclusions.
First,

~Ian's

use of the subversive rhetoric must be considered successful

for even into the late 1960's, especially on the campuses, young people were
notably opposed to the reigning symbols of authority.

Dylan had thus perhaps

successfully created a scapegoat that was both readily recognizable and useful.
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CHAPTER IV
THE INTERPERSONAL DIMENSION
Chapter four will examine the people involved in the rhetorical
transaction.

This will be accomplished through the application of the

seven great moments of the human drama.

In order to understand this theory

and to be better able to apply it we must first consider some of the
assumptions underlying this theory.
First, Kenneth Burke states that there are certain conditions which
apply to man.

He points out that:

Man in
the symbol-using animal (symbol-making, symbolmisusing animal)
inventor of the negative (or moralized by the negative)
separated from his natural condition by instruments of
his own making
goaded by the spirit of hierarchy (or moved by the
sense of order)
and rotten with perfection. 1
The first of Burke's assumptions here indicates that man uses and
misuses language.

Man lives by language--moves and is moved by words; rises

and is redeemed or, fails and falls through words.
out,

Also, as Burke points

"e ... symbols are to a degree a transcending of the thing symbolized""2

Thus, there is the motive in the use of symbols for man to transcend
nature.

Burke would theorize that language usage is a means, motive and end

in itself.

It is the means by which men "identify" "t-Ti th other men.

That

identification or "communion" with other men is the motive for
language and attaining identification through language usage is also the
end result.
Since there are no negations in nature (things are as they are) Burke
argues that man has invented the negative.

That is by his use of symbols

he has developed the ability to say "no."

Burke gives the example of the
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"No Trespassing" sign on a piece of property as the infusion of a linguistic negative into nature.

He also advances that the proposition that

and fornification are sinful is the infusion of a linguistic
negative into pure sensory experience.3
The third portion of Burke's statement posits that man is separated
from his natural condition by instruments of his own making.

Stated

differently, Burke is saying that man's language is a "symbolic fog" through
which he perceives the world.

Thus, the symbolism by which he communicates

alienates him from the natural condition which is transcended.
Man is goaded by the spirit of hierarchy, says Burke.

Man is moved

too by justice and reason and therefore forms an order--gives order to
society.

The order of society must be maintained through the use of

authority which automatically orders the whole of society by ranking according
to some value system "and insofar as the ranking is a division into different classes of being."4
Lastly, here Burke states that man is rotten with perfection or he is
constantly striving for,the better--the ultimate.

This ultimate is of

course communicated through the use of a symbol system which orders the
ultimate and its various levels of achievement according to a
of specific values.

The ultimate in a given value system would be termed

the "godhead:"
the godhead being that, which is most valuable
in a given value system, whether it happens to
be moral excellence, material wealth, physical
beauty; athletic prowess or scholarly excellence.5
This would lead us here to our use of the seven great moments as an
analytical tool.

According to Burke:

Here are the steps
In the
Law of
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That weldes Order and Sacrifice:
Order leads to guilt
(for who can keep commandments!)
Guilt needs Redemption
(for who would not be cleansed!)
Order
Through Guilt
To Victimage
(hence: Cult of the Kill!) • • • 6
So man moves through the moments of his drama, which are also the
moments of his movements: moves, all told, from Order, Guilt, and the
Negative, through Victimage and Mortification, to Cathersis and Redemption.7
Accordingly, the application of the seven great moments will first be
used to support the following contention.

The opposition movement, with

Bob Dylan as one of its spokesman, incurred guilt by saving "no" (negative),
rejecting the reigning order (symbols of authority).

And because the guilt

was too much to bear (the burden of human sin is too heavy for mortal
expiation),8 they sought redemption through victimage--the creation of a
"foe" or "common enemy."
First, we will concern ourselves here with one particular faction of
the opposition movement, the "Beats .. "

It is anpropriate to begin here

because the Beats, who first opposed the reigning order
1950's, were one of the first groups to voice the "no."

beginnin~

in the
to

Merrill the Beats rejected the reigning order because of their view that
society was

the individual:

Modern

, the Beat writer would arp,ue,
relationships into
categories of competition, barter, argument,
belligerence and violence--covering the
imagery of it all with a glossy mantle of
respectability .. 9

The beat perceived that society had fallen from the realm of justice
and reason--it. had become verbally corrupted.

As Griffin would argue,
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is an order strained by impiety, the irrelevance of its rhetoric; an

nlO

order tending toward Death.

The Beat, thus, perceiving the reigning

order as a path leading to Death (dehumanization) rose up in a "we understanding" and cried "No" to the existing order.
The Beats rejected also additional elements of the

existin~

order.

As

has been previously cited, Allen Ginsberg, a Beat poet, in "American
Change," rejected the over-emphasis of materialism which he viewed as

existin~ in the social order. 11
is also present

The rejection of the value of materialism

another Beat writers' work.

Lawrence

Ferlin~hetti

wrote in "A Coney Island of the Mind,".about materialism:
Christ climbed down
from his bare tree
this .year
and ran away to where
there were no gilded Christmas trees
and no tinsel Christmas trees.l2
An analysis of Beat thought would lead us to the conclusions drawn
up by Merrill..

He states that the Beat was involved in the following:

defending human personality against
the overwhelming pressures of conformity,
competition,,
, and respectability-all facets of modern civilization that
measure worth by quantitative
instead of by qualitative livinp,.
The Beats

ected the existing order and thus, accordinp, to Burke,
1;117ith other

were
men

is a motive, means, and

, and when

reigning order they do not identify with that image.

ect the
Thus, they are cut

off, alienated and undecided.l4
In an effort to purge themselves of their guilt--to achieve redemption-the Beats created the image of those identifyinR with the existing order as
the "enemy"--the impious..

And subsequently, their movement became the pious.
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As Griffin po;i.nts out about a movement's rhetoric:
It is a strategy designed
impious, to convince them
they are of the movement,
justice ought to be in it

to convert the
that by attitude
and by reason and
• • • 15

Since the Beats rejected identification with the reigning hierarchy
and since all men need to identify with others the Beats needed to create
an image, through the use of symbols, with which they could identify.
Through this identification with a pious rhetoric (reason and justice) the
Beat could not only create the existing order as the enemy but could
establish their identity as the "good"--the pious ..
Burke states that language is symbolic because it transcends the thing
symbolized. 16

The same, we could argue, holds true for objects as it does

for language.

An example from Burke will do appropriately here:

The glamorous woman of Harper's Bizarre or
any magazine of high fashion, seldom appears
to us through her nudity but through her style
in
her body with "elegant" clothes.
Thus, even the fundamental biological drive
of sex relies on the communication of hierarchy
for its expression.l7
Paralleling this example is the symbolic image which the Beats created
and with which they identified..

The entire inmge of themselves that thev

created was an almost exact opposite to the existing order.

The Beats

wore dirty clothes, long hair, sometimes used drugs and allegedly practiced
sexual habits not accepted by the monogomistic-oriented reigning order. 18
Thus, in addition to the language

used, the Beats created a visible

image which allowed for identification with their cause (values, attitudes
and beliefs) by those who were or might be persuaded to their view.

At the

same time their image allowed fornon-identification by those members of
the

order which the Beats referred· to as "square." 19
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Out of the obligation to obey the reigning symbols of authority comes
the possibility of also disobeying the reigning symbols.

And when the

individual, or in this case, movement of individuals, reject identification
with the existing order the individuals become alienated.

Thus, since men

need to identify with other men, and as Burke points out, "people establish
identity by relation to groups," then the alienated individuals must find
or create another group with which they can identify.20

And so it is

that the Beats having been alienated from the existing order by their
ection needed to create an image with which they could identify.

This

identity was created through the establishment of an alternate life-stvle
as well as alternate appearance.
Additionally, the Beats redeemed themselves of the guilt they suffered
by creating a common enemy upon whom they could·place all blame for the
problems

t~ey

perceived as inherent in the existing social order.

Or as

Griffin relates the new identity and the common foe are creations for "consubstantiality is established by common involvement in a killi.ng,n21 and
thus the death of an existing order had given birth to the promise of a
new social order, a new hierarchy, a new system of authority.
How does the Beat image concern the opposition movement for which
Bob Dylan was a spokesman?

It is a contention here that Dylan identified

with and adopted the image of the Beats and that this is apparent in the
particular

adopted by Dylan.

of identification.

Burke states that style is an aspect

He points out:

Even a materially dispossessed individual
may "own" privilege vicariously by adopting
the "stylen (or "insignia") of some privileged
class. Thus did typical poets of the age of
Pope vicariously own the privile.ges of the
squirearchy, by embodying in style the
ideals that the squirearchy auproved of 22
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Similarly, Dylan's style including his symbolic choices of hair
length, clothing, and even his voice, which all make up his style was in
keeping with the image created and identified with by the Beats.

Dylan's

style is depicted by the critic, Rohert Shelton, who wrote about Dylan's
debut appearance in Greenwich Village in 1961:
Resembling a cross between a choir boy
and a beatnik, Mr. Dylan has • • • a mop of
tousled hair. His clothes may need a bit
of tailoring •
Mr. Dylan's voice is
anything but pretty.23
In keeping with the Beat image Dylan wore long hair (rather shabbily)-perhaps not respectable in terms of the existing social order.

Additionally,

his choice of clothes was similar to the Beat image that portrayed its
members as what Merrill calls, "a mystical being who roams the freightcar
yards, the jazz dens, the "negro streets." 2 4

Any identification by Dylan

with this image was furthered by his identification with his hero, Woody
Guthrie who was such a romantic figure (traveling the country in old
freightcars, singing protest songs).
Thus, we see that an image created by the Beats in the 1950's was
by a rhetor who incorporated it into his opposition strategies and
so

became a symbol for the opposition movement with which opposition

members could identify.
Secondly, let us look at the civil rights movement which had begun
in the 1950's and had

well into the 1960's.

also a rejection of the symbols of authority.

This movement was

But unlike the Beats who

rejected conformity, materialism and subordination to the system, its
emphasis was based on saying "No" to the treatment of the Blacks in
Similarly, though, their

America ..

ection of the social system caused alienation
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and guilt.

Therefore, the people who were alienated due to their "dis-

obedience" needed to create a group (an image) through which they could
reach "communion" with their fellow men.

This connnunion could be reached

with a striving for reason and justice which the rejectors felt was
missing from the reigning order (or disorder).

Therefore, their identity

would have to be pious, in place of impious, based on reason and justice,
as opposed to disorder and disunity of the reigning symbols of authority
and concerned with giving birth to an image to replace the death of the
old image.

Fisher would call it the affirmative motive for it is "con-

cerned with giving birth to an image." 25
the new image is "born."

So as the old image is "killed"

This leads to redemption through victimage.

Since those of the movement incur guilt for rejecting the reigning social
order and because man cannot bear the guilt he needs to be redeemed, this
redemption can be gained through victimage.

Burke points out:

Hence, if one can hand over his infirmities
to a vessel, or "cause," outside the self,
one can battle an external enemy instead of
an enemy within.26
Thus, by making the agents of= the social order the "foe" (devil) the
members of the civil

movement could perceive themselves as the "Saving
for salvation, perfection, the "good .. n27

The members

of the civil rights movement would be analyzed according to Griffin in
the following manner:
having struggled with the errant symbols
of the
order
beasts"), they
and thus slay them928
The members of the civil rights movement thus "slayed" the members of
the reigning symbols of authority for their treatment of the Negro.

("negative") the reigning order.

Thus,

And the use of language not only created
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an "enemy" upon which blame could be laid (impious) but it allowed for
potential members or the opposition movement to identify with a ready-made
"pious" image (the reign of reason and justice).
In August of 1963 the civil rights movement could be said to have
experienced a "crisis period."

Griffin says that the crisis period is

a time of mass decision: of collective cathersis, purgation, the resolution
of public tension.29

In August of 1963 Dr. Martin Luther King led 250,000

blacks and whites in a demonstration in Washington which attempted to put
pressure on legislators to pass civil rights legislation.

At this demon-

stration Bob Dylan sang "Only A Pawn tn Their Game," and Peter, Paul and
Mary sang "Blowin' in the Wind." 30

This action as well as the lyrics to these

songs, as well as others, suggest that members of the civil rights movement
identified with at least some of Dylan's language usage.

"Blowin' in the

Wind," was a poetic expression of the Negro's struggle to be equal (free) ..
Its lyrics suggest that identification might have occurred between the
rhetor, Dylan and the audience, made up of members of the civil rights
movement.
How many roads must a man walk down
Before you call him a man?
Yes 'n' how many years can some people exist
Before they're allowed to be free?31
Only one song is mentioned here but it will suffice to make clear the
Dylan's song is an affirmation of the movement--the
or

It states the reason and justice of the movement which

is striving to establish a new social order--a new hierarchy.

And this new

order would be a birth for it would replace the old order (in which the
Negro is not equal) with a social order in which the Ne?,ro is equal.
Third, we must consider the opposition movement as it was influenced
the "New Left"--a particular group that also emerged in the late 1950's.
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It was also a movement insofar as it rejected the reigning symbols of
authority.

For as Griffin assumes, "all movements are essentially moral--

strivings for salvation, perfection, the good.n32

AccordinP; to Griffin,

the New Left movement defined its "devil terms" as the following:
• • • competition, alienation, conformity,
absurdity (the irrational), loneliness,
passivity, fear, bondage (authoritarianism),
hate, anxiety, the "warfare state," the
holocaust .. 33
But in terms of effecting the opposition movement for which Bob Dylan
was a spokesman, the New Left was probably most influential through its
founding of the two groups, CNVA (Committee for ·Non-Violent Action) and
SANE (The Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy).

These two groups demon-

strated and advertised against the testing of nuclear weapons, and America's
military policy in general.
Thus, the members of the New Left were "alienated" and incurred
"guilt" because they
Burke's seven
a "connnon enemy .. "

decisions

ected the reigning order.

moments

And in accordance with

redeemed themselves by creatinp.; a "victim"--

The enemy they created was the members of the reigning

America's military policies (government).

The New

Left members did not identify with the reigning order for they felt that it
was not in keeping with reason and justice.

Hence, they reiected the

imperfect and sought to estaolish the perfect.
Since. man must communicate, being by nature symbol-users (language
as a motive), men seek identification with other men (identifying their
ways with others).

Since the New Left, much as the Beats and the civil

rights crusaders, did not identify with the reigning order, they had to
identify with some other image.

Therefore, the New Left, goaded by the
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sense of reason and justice and as a result of their
order

at

to establish a new order

a new

Bob

Since the

ection of the social
, a new motive.

to subvert the old
birth to a new

his rhetoric

social

for identification between himself and

the members of the New Left.

The

that contention

But now we
weapons
Of the chemical dust
If fire them we're forced to
Then fire them we must
One
of the button
And a shot the world-wide
And you never ask
When ~od's on your side.
There are other

statements contained in

's work but

this one is sufficient here for it reflects the rhetor's use of
with whi.ch the New Left movement members

The

New Left views, that the social order is not

, and as
wi.th reason and j

tice..

In this rhetorical transaction the rhetor is
rhetoric

an

dust).

nuclear weapons

the use of

On the other end of this transaction
with the rhetor since his

audience--New Left
social order

view of nuclear
Thus, the New Left

achieve
who
order is

the New Left
Thus

disorder
birth to the

old order and
how
For such

view~

their movement

and at that same time

Duncan

their

of unreason,

the New Left has
of a new order

is achieved
is a
~ a
of the
and thus of the self as a member of the
36

the
As
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Fourth, let us concern ourselves with the student-oriented opposition
movement.

This portion of the opposition movement mi?,ht be considered here

as most important for its inception and growth parallels Bob Dylan's debut
and rise to fame.

It is also an important part of the opposition movement

for its members were not only sympathetic to both the movements for civil
rights and peace but were probably influenced by the opposition that
preceded their grouping (including the Beats).
activities which

In a sense, the opposition

up to and included the 1965 anti-Vietnam rhetoric

could be said to be a culmination of the various opposition voices up to
that time.

This may perhaps not be the real

but the times were

highlighted by the joining of thousands into opposition--perhaps indicative
of a "crisis period."
Student opposition in the early 1960's was rooted in the SDS (Students
for a Democratic Society) and the SNCC (Student Nqn-Violent Coordinating
Committee).

The SNCC was formed in 1960 for the purpose of using direct-

action techniques in an effort to obtain civil rights for the Negro in
America.

SDS was formed also in 1960.

It was sympathetic to the civil

rights movement and its members participated in it but SDS ideology went
beyond just the problems of the Black man.37

SDS was not only rejecting the

social order due to the inequality of the black man but SDS, according to
Jacobs and Landau, held other anti-views:
• • • it is their obligation to show broad
segments of American society that the
suffered by the domestic poor is
part of a system of over-all deprivation
that threatens the individuality and potential of most Americans: that American
foreign policy is hinderi.ng world peace
rather than building it.38
Nuch like the Beats, who also felt that individual freedom was
threatened and the civil rights crusaders who felt that the reigning order
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deprived certain groups their freedom, the SDS'ers also rejected the
reigning symbols of authority.

The SDS'ers also might have shared a

"common ground" with the New Left and other peace groups for its members
were against both America's nuclear policy and in general her foreiP,n
policy.

Thus, the SDS members (mostly college students) re.iected the order

(disorder) and thus were alienated.
the

That is they could not identify with

impious" order and so cried "No."

This "No" produced a "we under-

standing" among the members who formed and joined SDS and helped to create
the affirmation of a "pious" movement intent on replacing the imperfection
they perceived with their perfection--"good," "pious," the "heaven."
Because SDS members were desirous of the reign of justice and reason
and because they viewed the existing order as unjust and disorderly, they
rejected it.

They then used that order as the "enemy" in an effort to

purify themselves for as Burke points out man can redeem himself through
the creation of a foe upon whom he can place all blame for existing ills-and thus absolve himself of any guilt.39
Identification between the narticular audience made up of SDS and
the rhetor, Bob Dylan, would perhaps have taken place if their interests
were joined, or if they assumed they were, or were persuaded to believe
so.

Let us here make use of the followin? example in order to show that

identification between the rhetor, Bob Dylan, and an audience of members
of the SDS might have occurred:
A South politician preaches to the ooor white man
You get more than them, don't complain
The deputy sheriffs, the soldiers, the
governors get paid.
And the marshals and the cops get the same
But the poor white man's used in the
hands of them all like a tool.41
Dylan's lyrics here reflect

was previously stated) a polarization
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of the symbols of authority, on the one hand and the victim who is maniby those representing those symbols on the other.
the rhetor is similar

The image created

not identical) to the view of the SDS that the

American system (reigning symbols) is threatening the "individuality and
potential of most Americans."4 2

Thus, the rhetor, through the use of

symbols, has created the image that those who maintain the order are "guilty"-"impious," the "devils" and those not in power are "victims" of that order
(disorder) ..
And insofar as common values, attitudes and beliefs allow for identification between men then the rhetor, Bob Dylan may have created an image
that allowed for identification between himself and that particular portion
of his audience known as the SDS.
We have until this point examined, according to the seven great
moments of human drama, the opposition movement as a result of the Beats,
the New Left, the civil rights "warriors," and the emergence of a full
scale student opposition movement.

In the 1960's the Beats, as well as

the New Left opposition, were overshadowed both by the civil rights movement and the student opposition.

This latter movement was initially

entwined with other groups, especially the civil rights movement.
in the years 1964

But

1965, more and more the student movement was increased

due to the American policy concerning Vietnam.

Students opposition to this

Additionally, in 1965 student

conflict grew to national

California, as the

took root in

there,

that they were being manipulated (lack of freedom) by those in power
(reigning symbols of authority) massed protest which was known as the
Berkeley Free Speech Movement (BFSM).
First, let us turn to an
America's Vietnam policy.

of the student opposition to

Just as some had opposed the American nuclear
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policy and its military policies in general, including its part in the
Cold War, there arose opposition to the American intervention in Vietnam.
However, opposition became nationwide in 1965 following the April 7
announcement by President Johnson of United States' escalation of the
Vietnam war. 43
According to a dramatistic view, "when incongruity between means and
ends becomes so great we cannot act, or suffer greatly when we do act, we
reject authority."44

The student opposition movement including SDS,

viewed America's role in Vietnam as unjustifiable and thus reiected America's
policy--the reigning order.

And because of their rejection of the reigning

symbols they were alienated.45

And so Griffin continues:

as loyalty spreads and the bonds of lo,re
corrode, the sense of guilt grows increasingly
greater: for in man, the symbol-maker, Guilt
is a function of impiety--error, or the
yearning to err, in the use of symbols.46
And as Griffin adds the alienated will dream of Redemption; will
envision (being "rotten with perfection") an ideal Order--the "good.u47
Thus, those opposed to the impious government--social order--that wages a
war in Vietnam, seek the perfection of the imperfect by
new order--one possibly in which "peace" will reign.
that the anti-Vietnam movement defined
as the good or the "god-term .. "

a

Thus, it is apparent

as the devil-term and

Weaver explains what

god-term is:

mean that expression about which all
other expressions are ranked as subordinate
and serving dominations and powers. Its
force imports to the others their lesser
of force, and fixes the scale by which
degrees of comparison are understood.48

~Te

The term "peace" then is the definition of the movement's
is the good of the opposition.

And, contrastingly, the term

is the

of the reigning order's impiety--it is the bad of the system
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There are a number of Dylan's songs whose lyrics suggest that identification between the student opposition movement and the rhetor, Bob
Dylan, was perhaps accomplished.
of analysis.

Let us here select one for our purposes

Concerned with the ap.ents of the reigning order (masters of

war) Dylan writes:
You that never done nothin'
But build to destroy
Like Judas of old
You lie and deceive49
Thus, identification would at least have been possible between a
rhetor who created the image of those in power as building to destroy (war)
and that audience--anti-Vietnam--which viewed war as a "devil term," the
impious, the bad.
The Berkeley Free Speech Movement, an opposition which erupted in 1965,
held the view similar to the Beats that the society was removing individual
freedom and replacing it with the "devils" they felt to be as following:
• • • centralized decision-making, manipulative,
impersonal bureaucracies and the hypocrisy
that divides America's ideals from its actions
from Watts to Saigon.50
Those involved in the BFSM also rejected the social order.
incurred guilt because ''guilt arises out of negation of the principles of
social order, and their expression in hierarchv .. " 51
bear the guilt

And because men can't

, like those of the BFSM, seek to redeem themselves.

Those of the movement then

the

order the enemy (the school

administrators, etc.) in an effort to purify themselves; for such

killin~

is a purgation, a cleansing of the community made up of BFSM members.5 2
And as they create an enemy or foe, they also create a piety or
standing"--an affirmative image with which they can identify.53
points out:
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And

We

with a common

contend also that the

the BFSM was

while the devil term

or

or

above

of the

n

of

have been

And a group that valued

else or at least considered it most valuable in its value

could

with a rhetor who communicated that in his rhetoric
whose wounds cannot

the

For the countless,
misused,
strung-out ones
worse
person in the whole
Ail for every
wide universe.
An' we
upon the chimes of freedom

Insofar as the audience members

may have

themselves

social

as victims of the

the

Uni-

may have identified with the rhetor who
and

freedom for the victims

of' that

And thus identification would have created
and the

of the new order
the

of both the
or

order
the

It is a contention here,

ication of the seven

moments, that identification was made

who
as

an anti-ethos rhetoric with the
that

and
has

to

that social order.

movement in the late 1950 s and

the

as one of its rhetors)

's in America
be
seven

here is to

This

the rhetor

moments of the human drama.

Bob

t.Jhat will

, in terms of the

It can be theorized
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by our own pentadic analysis) that Bob Dylan rejected the reigning social
order--the symbols of authority--in America.
he incurred guilt--he was alienated.

And because of the negation

He perceived the reigning symbols

as imperfect (not in the realm of reason and justice), and because he
desired reign in the realm of reason and justice ("man is rotten with perfection"57)--the perfect--he ereated rhetoric in an effort to establish
a new order--the "good," the ideal.

For as Burke states, men are moved to

speak, and speak they will, "as the p,un will shoot because it is loaded."58
Thus, the rhetor who rejects the social order, because he cannot bear
guilt, seeks redemption and so envisions an order of perfection.
Through the analysis of Dylan's lyrics we have discovered that he
created the image of those victimized by the reigning order--Hollis Brown,59
Hattie Carro11,60 James Meredith,61 among others •. And we might hypothesize
that the rhetor who, in a sense "spoke for" the victj_ms (identified with
them) may have perceived himself as a victim of that order for his negation
of it.
Our analysis of Dylan's rhetoric stops in 1965 because that is when
he stopped emphasizing

t in his songs.

And it is a eontention of

this chapter, of this study, that Dylan having been a down-and-out critic
of society, and thus a victim of it, had in his
by his rejection of that society.
of his

in

attained redemption

Thus, no longer needing to redeem himself

he turned from the victimage he created in his
songs of

statement.

This view is

borne out in the following lyrics written in 1965:
I know the reason
That you talk behind my back
I used to be among the crowd
You're in with
And now I know you're dissatisfied
Hlth your position and vour place
Don 1 t you understand
It's not my problem.62
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This may be interpreted as Dylan's statement to those who began to
reiect him for his departure from opposition rhetoric.63

Feeling that he

no longer needed to redeem himself he attempted to communicate to the
audience that he no longer would be a spokesman for the opposition movement
(it was no longer his problem).
The application of the seven great moments suggests that the rhetor,
Bob Dylan, may have felt that he achieved redemption but the audience
members did not..

Thus, the opposition movement in America in search of

the perfection of the imperfect order proceeded with one less rhetor who
felt that he had already attained redemption.
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CHAPTER V

THE CONCLUDING CHAPTER
Much of the

of the effect of the rhetorical transaction

between the rhetor

, and the opposition movement has been and
the response of an audience to a rhetor's use of

is

is a difficult task.
some

emploved in this

The Dramatistic
conclusions.
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1
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constrain decision and action needed to

the power
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The audience
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mediators of change.

and of

) the

1960 s the

II

movement was furthered

of anti-nuclear or anti-war groups such as SANE,
Union.

In 1960 also the

was furthered hv
of

which
and nuclear weaponry usage.

, the

audience was made up of the members of the BFSM as well as those
who protested
Turn Toward

t the Vietnam war
Vietnam

the W.E B. DuBois clubs,

Committees and the Vietnam 'reach-ins
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